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ABSTRACT

Query rewriting (QR) is an increasingly important technique
to reduce customer friction caused by errors in a spoken
language understanding pipeline, where the errors originate
from various sources such as speech recognition errors, lan-
guage understanding errors or entity resolution errors. In this
work, we first propose a neural-retrieval based approach for
query rewriting. Then, inspired by the wide success of pre-
trained contextual language embeddings, and also as a way
to compensate for insufficient QR training data, we propose
a language-modeling (LM) based approach to pre-train query
embeddings on historical user conversation data with a voice
assistant. In addition, we propose to use the NLU hypotheses
generated by the language understanding system to augment
the pre-training. Our experiments show pre-training provides
rich prior information and help the QR task achieve strong
performance. We also show joint pre-training with NLU hy-
potheses has further benefit. Finally, after pre-training, we
find a small set of rewrite pairs is enough to fine-tune the QR
model to outperform a strong baseline by full training on all
QR training data.

Index Terms— query rewrite, neural retrieval, contextual
embeddings, pre-training, user friction

1. INTRODUCTION

Spoken language understanding (SLU) systems are respon-
sible for extracting semantic information from an input voice
query. Advances in SLU have been central to user adoption of
voice assistants like Alexa, Google Home and Siri to accom-
plish their daily tasks. Many SLU systems are modeled as
two separate components in a pipeline - an automatic speech
recognition (ASR) system responsible for converting audio
input to texts, and a natural language understanding (NLU)
component that extracts meaning1 for downstream applica-
tions to act on. Each of these components in the pipeline can
introduce errors - ASR can misrecognize text due to back-
ground noise, speaker accents and the NLU component can
misinterpret the semantics due to ambiguity as well as errors

∗This work was completed while the first author was an intern at Amazon.
1They are typically represented as domains, intents and slots.

Fig. 1: A session of utterances and their NLU hypotheses.

from ASR. These errors accumulate and introduce friction in
the conversation, resulting in users rephrasing their requests
or abandoning their tasks. Hence, reducing friction, we posit,
is central to the adoption of spoken language interfaces.

There is a large body of work focusing on friction re-
duction on the ASR component or the NLU component, e.g.
[1, 2, 3, 4]. A more scalable approach, which does not require
modifying the ASR or NLU components, is to introduce a
query rewriting (QR) module that takes in the ASR transcript
and rewrites it before sending it to the downstream NLU sub-
system. This has been successful in web search [5, 6, 7, 8, 9],
aided by the success of deep learning seq2seq [10] architec-
tures that handle longer context and require little feature engi-
neering. In this paper, we propose a neural retrieval based QR
approach to reduce user friction caused by the various afore-
mentioned reasons. We define the ASR output of a given ut-
terance spoken by a user as the query, and we aim at replacing
the original query by a reformulated query, i.e. the rewrite,
that could improve the overall success rate. Taking Figure
1 for example, given the initial defective query "play lonely
eyes old time road", our goal of QR is to replace it by a good
rewrite "play lil nas x. old town road" with the correct artist
name and song name so that the voice assistant can act on this
to accomplish the user task.

A neural QR model can be trained using labeled training
data in the form of pairs of the original query and the rewrite.
Such data set is expensive to obtain, yet a neural QR model
typically needs a large number of rewrite pairs for training in
order to achieve generalized performance (i.e. performance
not biased toward particular types of rewrites). Recent work
on training contextual word representations [11, 12, 13] on
large diverse text corpora and then fine-tuning on task spe-
cific labeled data [14] has helped alleviate the large data re-
quirements. Pre-training works best when the data match the
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task. For example, [15] showed that pre-training on actual
conversations and related corpora can benefit the task of di-
alogue response selection. Inspired by these work, we also
propose to pre-train query embeddings, taking advantage of
existing SLU system’s large amount of historical dialogue
sessions and users’ implicit feedback. We define one session
as a sequence of utterances spoken by one user during an en-
gagement with the voice assistant where the time delay be-
tween any two consecutive utterances is at most 45 seconds.
In addition, each query in a session is associated with its NLU
hypothesis generated by the NLU component, labeling the do-
main, intent and slots (slot types/values) for the query.

For example, Figure 1 shows a session where a user gave
implicit feedback by repeating the utterance until the ASR fi-
nally output the correct query for the intended song. Below
each query is their NLU hypotheses. The domain is the gen-
eral topic of an utterance, i.e. "Music". The intent reflects
the action the user wants to take, i.e. "PlayMusic"; the slot-
types/values are results of entity labeling, i.e. "SongName" is
the entity type with "old town road" as the slot value.

In this paper, we first propose a neural retrieval based QR
approach which includes design of a query embedder built
on top of a pre-trained contextual word/subword embedder.
Then we propose to make use of the historical query data
and pre-train the query embedder. We also show how we can
leverage additional benefits from the NLU hypotheses gener-
ated by the NLU system as the regularization or weak super-
vision. Experimental results and discussion will be included
afterwards to show the effectiveness of our approach.

2. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first describe our neural retrieval based QR
baseline system, consiting of a query embedder and an index
of pre-defined rewrite candidates. Then we will present our
method to pre-train the query embedder with the large amount
of readily available historical sessions and how to incorporate
NLU hypotheses in the pre-training.

2.1. Query Rewrite

We frame the QR problem as an information retrieval (IR)
task. Given a query and millions of indexed rewrite candi-
dates, we select the most relevant candidate as the query’s
rewrite. Many state-of-the-art approaches in paraphrase iden-
tification [16, 17] are less practical for the QR task given a
large number of candidates. Also for this paper we do not in-
clude the seq2seq approach like [6]; in our practice it is found
harder to ensure good quality of generated rewrites than his-
torical rewrites, and so left as future work. Instead, we design
a neural retrieval system based on query embedding, where a
neural encoder learns to capture latent syntactic and semantic
information from the given query specifically for the QR task.
This way, we can compute the fixed size vector representation
for the large number of rewrite candidates offline. The neural

Fig. 2: The proposed query embedder architecture.

encoder can be trained that the query embedding is close to
its corresponding good rewrites in the projected space.

We propose an encoder architecture in Figure 2 referred
as embedder. Given an input query, we first extract the token
level representation by feeding the query into a pre-trained
contextual word/subword embedding models, e.g. ELMo,
BERT. This step helps to leverage the rich prior semantic
information learned in these models. Then we add one RNN
layer such like the bidirectional-LSTM, before we merge
the token level representation into an query level embedding
though a sequence-to-vector (seq2vec) pooling layer. The
seq2vec layer can be implemented by mean-pooling, max-
pooling, or self-attention, etc. We formally define this series
of nonlinear transformation as

u = Emb(u) (1)
where u is a query and u is its final query embedding. In order
to measure the similarity between u and u′, the embedding of
two queries u, u′ in the projected space, we use the scaled co-
sine distance as in Eq.(2), where α is a scaling constant and
we empirically choose α = 16 and linear1, linear2 are linear
transformations on top of u. In comparison to the commonly
used dot product [18, 19], Eq.(2) can be viewed as kind of
normalized dot product, and it only encourages smaller an-
gles but not longer embeddings that could be geometrically
far apart from each other in the Euclidean space.

∆(u,u′) = α× cos
(
linear1(u), linear2(u′)

)
(2)

For training, given a pair (u, u′), where u is the original query
and u′ is its rewrite, we calculate the probability of p(u′|u) as

p
(
u′|u

)
=

exp {∆ (Emb(u),Emb(u′))}∑
ũ∈R exp {∆ Emb(u),Emb(ũ))} , (3)

where ideally R should be all rewrite candidates. In this pa-
per, for training efficient, we construct it from each mini-
batch, i.e. letting R be the set of rewrite candidates in a mini-
batch. We then use the cross entropy as the loss function.

Besides the neural encoder, the other key component of
the retrieval system is the k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) index.
The indexed rewrite candidates come from a set of pre-
defined high-precision rewrite pairs selected from Alexa’s
historical data with high impression [3]. We index both the
original queries and the rewrites from these pairs, which re-
sults an index of millions of rewrite candidates. All rewrite
candidates are encoded offline using the neural encoder and
added to the kNN index implemented using FAISS [20]. At
retrieval time, the query is encoded and passed to FAISS to
retrieve the top-k relevant rewrites from the projected space.
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2.2. Pre-training of Query Embedding

The neural QR model requires a considerable amount of train-
ing data to achieve good and generalized performance. How-
ever, annotated QR data is typically not available. One in-
tuitive way to alleviate this problem is to automatically con-
struct a set of likely rewrite pairs - using a rephrase detec-
tion model to process the historical sessions and select pairs
assigned high scores by the detection model. However, the
number of selected pairs by rephrase detection will only be
a small portion of all historical data. The majority of data
is wasted and we might risk bias in the selected pairs. This
method will serve as the strong baseline in our experiments.

Inspired by the success of pre-trained contextual word or
subword embeddings, we propose to add a pre-training pro-
cess before we fine-tune the model with query rewrite pairs.
In particular, we extend the pre-training process at query level
by leveraging a large quantity of query history within a ses-
sion. In this section, we describe the query embedding first
and then extend it to incorporate the NLU hypothesis embed-
ding as a multi-task training serves for regularization.

Pre-Training using Language Modeling. The user
query history of an existing SLU system contains rich and
helpful user implicit feedback. Pre-trained model using these
data should learn to incorporate these rich prior information
for the purpose of generalization. In this paper, we treat the
query embedding pre-training problem as a language model-
ing (LM) problem at the query level, where given the current
query u(s)t of a session s, we try to evaluate p(u(s)t+1|u

(s)
t ), i.e.

predicting the query at the next turn in the same session. We
adapt the quick thoughts (QT) framework from [21] to train
this language model. For the encoder part, we take the same
architecture as described in Section 2.1 and we follow the
same training objective function as in [21].

Joint Training with NLU Hypotheses. The NLU com-
ponent in a SLU system provides a semi-structured semantic
representation for queries, where queries of various text forms
but the same semantics can be grouped together through the
same NLU hypothesis. For example, "could you please play
imagine dragons", "turn on imagine dragons", "play songs
from imagine dragons" carry the same semantics and have
the same NLU hypothesis, but their texts are different. Intu-
itively, augmenting the query texts with the less noisy NLU
hypotheses could be helpful. Another reason to involve NLU
hypotheses in the pre-training is that they are not available
during runtime, because our QR module sits between ASR
and NLU in the SLU system. Thus, the joint pre-training will
preserve the information from the NLU hypothesis into the
query embeddings and make use of them during runtime.

In this session, we propose a joint trained language mod-
els by both query texts and their NLU hypotheses. We aim to
project the query and its NLU hypothesis to the same space,
therefore serves as a way of regularization or weak supervi-
sion. Let u(s)t , h

(s)
t be the current utterance and hypothesis in

session s. Instead of just having a task of p(u(s)t+1|u
(s)
t ), we

use four prediction tasks for joint pre-training: p(u(s)t+1|u
(s)
t ),

p(h
(s)
t+1|u

(s)
t ), p(u(s)t+1|h

(s)
t ) and p(h(s)t+1|h

(s)
t ).

For this joint training, we continue to use the model archi-
tecture shown in Fig. 2, except now the input can be either the
query text form or the query NLU hypothesis form. We pro-
cess the query text in the same way as before. For the NLU
hypothesis, we concatenate the domain, intent, slot type and
slot value and serialize it into a word sequence, which will
then be processed in the same way as the query text form and
feed to the embedder. For the training objective function, the
four tasks are added together without task-specific weights.

3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Data

Training Sets. We construct two separate data sets for model
training. The one used to pre-train the utterance/hypothesis
embedding is referred to as the “pre-training set”, and the
other one used to train the baseline or fine-tune the pre-trained
model is called the "QR set".

For the pre-training set, we extract all historical sessions
where each session contains at least two consecutive queries
across all available users in a given time range, i.e. a few
weeks. We further remove sessions ended up with an intent
indicating unsuccessful customer experience, i.e. "CancelIn-
tent" or "StopIntent". Through this process, we collect a pre-
training set of 11 million sessions with about 30 million ut-
terances, where each session contains various number of cus-
tomer queries, mostly ranging from 2 to 6.

Different from the pre-training set, the fine-tuning set
is generated using an existing rephrase detection model
pipeline2. Within a session, we select query pair that results
a high confidence score from the rephrase detection model.
The selected query pair is with the form of (u, u′), where
with high confidence that the second query u′ is a corrected
form of the first unsuccessful query u. This process gives a
fine-tune set of 2.2 million utterance pairs. The following are
examples of some query rewrite pairs in the fine-tune set:

• play ambient mean→ play envy me,
where the rewrite corrects the ASR error;

• play blues radio news→ play blue news radio,
where the rewrite rearranges the words for better clarity;

• play relax music→ play relaxing music from my playlist,
where the rewrite specifies query details;

Test Set. In order to evaluate our QR approach, we first fol-
low a procedure similar to how we construct the QR set, but
the test data are randomly sampled from a time period imme-
diately following the period from which the training data was
drawn. Then we have manually identified the true rephrase
pairs out of the sampled (u, u′). The one confirmed as true
rephrase pair will be included in the QR evaluation set. This
way, we derived an evaluation set with 16K (u, u′) pairs.

2The rephrase detection model is a BERT based model fine tuned with
annotated rephrase pairs [22] to generate a probability that the second query
is a rephrase form of the first query.
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3.2. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the QR performance, we compare the retrieved
rewrite candidate’s NLU hypothesis with the actual NLU hy-
pothesis of the u′ from the pair (u, u′) in the annotated test
set. For each given query, we retrieve the top 20 rewrites.
These rewrites’ NLU hypothesis are used to measure the sys-
tem performance by standard information retrieval metrics:
Precision@N (p@n) and Mean Reciprocal Rank(MRR). The
p@n measures if at least one rewrite in the to n candidates has
a NLU hypothesis matched the u′’s, and MRR is the average
reciprocal rank where the first correct rewrite is encountered.

We train the baseline system using the embedder and
methods described in Figure 2 with only the QR set. We ex-
perimented several contextual word embedders and seq2vec
pooling methods on the development set, and chose the fol-
lowing setup that achieved the best performance: BERT-
base model for contextual word embedder and a multi-head
self-attention for the seq2vec Pooling. Specific for the self-
attention, we use a max-pooled scaled dot-product attention

w = softmax

(
max(linear(X)(linear(X))T)√

d

)
for each head,

where X are embeddings input to the pooling layer.
For pre-training, we adopt the same model architecture

as the baseline, and follow the methods described in Section
2.2 using the pre-training set. We also pre-train a model by
jointly training with NLU hypotheses. We refer to the first
result with pre-training as "pretrain text" and the second result
as "pretrain textNLU". After the pre-training is done. We
further use the QR set to fine-tune the pre-trained model. In
the Section 3.3, we will discuss and compare their results.

We use a mini-batch size of 256 and set a maximum ut-
terance length of 25. The utterance embedding vector size is
768. We also use dropout for the final linear layers with a drop
ratio pf 0.3. We use the Adam optimizer and set the training
epoch as 20 with early stopping. For both pre-training and
fine-tuning, we use an initial learning rate of 2 × 10−5. All
experiments are done by PyTorch 1.1 on Nvidia V100 GPUs.

3.3. Experimental Results

We summarize the experiments in Table 1 3 to demo the effec-
tiveness of pre-training. Comparing "baseline" with "pretrain
text" and "pretrain textNLU", we see that pre-trained mod-
els already achieve very competitive results without any fine-
tuning on the QR set. "pretrain textNLU" has a further 2%
gain in p@1 and 1% gain in p@5 over "pretrain text". We
then fine-tune the pre-trained models on 20% of the QR set
for just 2 epochs, and the result out-performs the baseline,
which is fully trained on the entire QR set, by around 7% or
around 5% with or without NLU hypotheses in pre-training.

A performance analysis by adjusting the ratio of the QR
set used in fine-tuning is shown in Figure 3, where we com-

3Beside the results Table 1, we also experimented Deep Structured Se-
mantic Models (DSSM) [23] on the QR set, and obtained a p@1 of 0.16 and
p@5 of 0.44, which is far behind the baseline established here.

p@1 p@5 p@10 p@20 MRR

baseline 0.293 0.477 0.569 0.669 16.05
pretrain text 0.284 0.476 0.560 0.640 17.46
pretrain textNLU 0.290 0.481 0.563 0.638 17.19

after fine-tuning on 20% QR set for 2 epochs

pretrain text 0.307
+4.8%∗

0.505
+5.9%

0.599
+5.3%

0.689
+3.0% 15.13

pretrain textNLU 0.315
+7.5%

0.513
+7.5%

0.608
+6.9%

0.680
+1.6% 15.18

Table 1: Summary of QR experiment results. ∗ relative performance
gain in comparison to the "baseline".

Fig. 3: P@1 and p@5 performance with varying ratio of QR set used
in training or fine-tuning.

pare the p@1 and p@5 between "baseline" and the "pretrain
textNLU" after fine-tuning. We observe a definite advantage
of the model with pre-training against the "baseline", espe-
cially when the training data size is smaller. Although the
performance gap narrows when more QR data is included in
training, the model with pre-training still gets a distinctive
upper hand. Overall, the results also support our claim that
pre-training provides rich prior information, so the model is
almost saturated with 20% of the QR set; in comparison, the
baseline continues to gain with a larger training set.

4. CONCLUSION

This work proposes a neural retrieval based query rewriting
approach to reduce user friction in a spoken language under-
standing system. The proposed neural QR model leverages
a pre-trained word embedder like BERT. We further propose
a pre-training procedure that makes use of a large amount of
readily available historical user queries and their NLU hy-
potheses. The experiment results show the distinct advantage
of pre-training in comparison to the QR model without pre-
training - not just significantly reducing the requirement of
high-quality QR training pairs, but also remarkably improv-
ing performance. While we focus on pre-training for QR task
in this paper, we believe a similar strategy could potentially
apply to other tasks in NLU, e.g. domain classification, NLU
n-best ranking, etc.
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